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Residents’  

Council 

Do you want to become a 
Residents’ Council Repre-

sentative for own your 
block? 

Then come on down for a 
visit at The Residents’ 

Council on  
Monday the 8th of October 

2012 19:00 in the GH-
Basement. At the Resi-
dents’ Council Meetings 

we discuss all sorts of sug-
gestions for new initiatives 
at the dormitory, problems 
and other relevant items. 
As a Residents’ Council 
Representative you will 

become the official voice of 
your block, and you will 
gain insight on how the 
dormitory works as well. 

See you! 
 

Next Residents’ Council 
Meeting 

Monday the 8th of October 
2012  

20:00 in the GH-Kælderen.  

This year’s NybroFestival has sadly come to an end. It has, however, been one hell of 
a party which will be remembered for generations! Obviously, the editorial staff does 
not miss out on these things, and we have as such been on location in order to cover 
the festival. 
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Cake Festival 
Even though there’s still some time 
left before the next Cake Festival, 
the editors have been picking up on 
the rumours about the festival itself 
and we have heard a lot of exciting 
things that we wish to share with all 
of you!           Page 9  

New form for the Residents’ 
Council 
As of the next Resident’s Council 
Meeting in November you need a new 
form in order to add items to the 
agenda. This new initiative has been 
approved in order to make it easier 
for the residents to add new items to 
the agenda properly.         Page 10 

Film Review 
This month we’re reviewing the movie 
The Shawshank Redemption, which 
has become a classic over the years, 
and a lot of people have most certain-
ly seen it at least once – but watching 
the movie again is still worth it mere-
ly for the sake of nostalgia!    Page 12  
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Meet Up at Green Dormitory! 
There are already only a few weeks 
left until we’ll give the dormitory’s 
green areas an overhaul together – 
regarding both unsightly littering 
and unused bicycles. 
On Sunday October 14th, at 10:00, 
we will meet outside Lars Kaj’s offi-
ce, starting off slowly with a round 
of coffee/cocoa for those who are inte-
rested. After that, we will start wor-
king, which will hopefully be follo-
wed by everyone relaxing together 
with a free pizza as a way of than-
king you for your effort. 
Depending on the number of partici-
pants we will split up into several 
small groups. Some will start off 
collecting litter, while others will 
take care of the bicycles. 
During the bicycle collection, the 
bicycles in all sheds and racks will 
be checked for a black strip on the 
seat post. If there is no strip to be 
found, the bicycle’s frame number 
will be recorded before it is collected 
and turned over to the police. 
If you should happen to forget to put 
a strip on your bike, but realize it on 
the day of the bicycle collection, it is 
still possible for you to get your bi-
cycle back. You will need to present 
your receipt of purchase for the bi-

cycle with a matching frame number. 
If you are missing one or more strips, 
you can pick them up at Lars Kaj’s 
office during regular office hours. 
Please check with the Personal Page 
regarding the office hours. 
There is a new team behind the pro-
ject this year, which, among other 
things, means that there will be no 
prizes regarding the litter collection 
this year. As organizers, we sincerely 
hope that you still want to show up 
and lend a hand nonetheless, so that 
we may be able to maintain a nice and 
clean dormitory together – also 
throughout the winter months. The 
more helpers, the less work for each 
individual. 
Funds for pizza and coffee/cocoa are 
currently being applied for at the Re-
sidents’ Council. 
 
Schedule: 
10:00; Gathering in front of Lars Kaj’s 
office. 
10:05; Coffee/cocoa and information. 
10:15; Division into groups and the 
work begins. 
xx:xx; The work is done; free pizza for 
all participants.        Jakob C3 
 Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

tory by law to wear life preservers 
while canoeing and kayaking bet-
ween October 1st and April 1st. So 
remember the life preserver if you 
feel like paddling in the water! 

   Jakob C3 
        Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

Facts about NybroTidende 

Editorial Staff  
Peter Christensen (L36) 
Jakob Jensen (C3) 
Mikkel Lindholmer (R61) 

E-mail: tidende@nybro.dk 

 Issued once every month, at 
least four days before the follo-
wing Residents' Council Mee-
ting. 

Deadline for contributions: 
the 20th of every month. 

Copies in circulation: approx. 
150 

The Editorial Staff reserves 
the right to correct and alter the 
content in contributions, as well 
as reject material which doesn’t 
seem relevant to others at the 
dormitory. 

Construction of the 
Bridge Begins 

decided to lower the water level. 
The construction of a new canoe 
bridge should solve this issue, re-
gardless of whether the water level 
should be raised again or not. 

In other Canoe Club news, it is 
worth mentioning that it is statu-

Back in June, the decision to 
construct a new canoe bridge was 
made, since the old one no longer met 
the required demands. The materials 
have been in place for about a month, 
and as such the work itself about to 
get started. 

The project’s builder is Michael Son-
ne, who also resides here at the dor-
mitory. Michael has volunteered for 
the job, and with a background as 
carpenter’s apprentice and cabinet-
maker, the job will be completed both 
inexpensively and sufficiently. 

Considering the current condition of 
the bridge, it is most certainly time 
to restore it. Other than tilting and 
the height of the bridge being une-
ven, that very same height has now 
become a problem on its own, due to 
the fact that Lyngby Municipality 
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Wednesday, September 5th, 2012 
at 19:00 in the GH-basement 
Present: Nina C23, Jonas D59, Thea 
D43, Sarah G06, Mikkel J21, Peter 
L36, Lars Kaj, Thomas B64, Samuel 
D46, Jakob C03, Trine C03, Anna 
M45, Rasmus M49, Christian M61, 
Camilla L01, Mikkel K33, Maria J34, 
Alexander G28, Thomas C22, Claus 
C18, Claes O52 and Torbjørn, O63 
Cancellations: Cecilie D05 
Re 1) Jonas is chosen as moderator 
and Danish is chosen as language for 
the meeting. 
Re 2) 9 voting members are present. 
Re 3) Minutes of the last residents' 
council meeting approved 
Re 4) Agenda approved 
Re 5) Economy 
NYK's account has a balance of DKK 
138,000 and the network account has 
a balance of DKK 454,000. 
DKK 180 have been paid to Data-
Engros from the network account. 
NYK's account has paid DKK 13,080 
to NybroFestival, of which DKK 
1,000 are for change during the ticket 
sales. DKK 80 have been paid toward 
office supplies, DKK 1,000 to the 
girls' soccer team, DKK 2,250 toward 
sodas for the residents' council, DKK 
22,600 toward new canoes and kay-
aks, DKK 11,800 toward the new 
canoe bridge, of which DKK 750 have 
been returned and DKK 6,700 toward 
salaries. 
Re 6) Announcements 
NybroTidende has three new editors, 
who have already published their 
first issue of the paper. 
An apology for the electric vehicle 
taking up space in the JK-courtyard 
is noted, as well as an assurance that 
the construction will be finished soon 
– from Mikkel J21. 
The treasurer has had problems with 
granted funds being exceeded. The 
granted amount is budgeted and this 
amount can not be exceeded. If the 
amount is exceeded, coverage for the 
remaining expenses must be applied 
for through the residents’ council. 
Anne Louise N36 is chairman of the 
Cake Committee, and a new Cake 
Festival is being planned. 
Re 7) Board meeting 
A board meeting will be held on 

Tuesday, September 11th. The agenda 
has been released. It will be dis-
cussed whether the dormitory will 
accept students studying real estate 
service and the practicalities of mail 
decisions. Two of the dormitory’s 
loans have been consolidated, giving 
yearly savings of DKK 200,000 in 
fees. 
Re 8A) Complaints regarding noise 
from large private parties at the dor-
mitory 
The Complaints Committee has 
asked the residents’ council to re-
evaluate their policy regarding the 
growing number of complaints in con-
nection with private parties at the 
dormitory. 
There are only a few of these parties 
at the dormitory, so overlooking this 
should be considered, since they only 
occur yearly, and far from monthly. 
Copenhagen University and others’ 
exam periods could be considered. A 
closing time could be decided for the 
party, so it does not continue until 10 
in the morning, and the degree with 
which common areas are utilized 
could be discussed. These parties are 
announced well ahead of time and 
the whole dormitory is invited. Since 
the parties are held privately in the 
hallways, the residents of the par-
ticular hallway could discuss whether 
anyone has objections to the party. 
Parties are legally obligated to obtain 
a liquor permit if alcohol is to be sold. 
The liquor permit lasts until a cer-
tain time of the night, where the 
party would end – but it can be very 
difficult obtaining a liquor permit. 
In conclusion, as long as the party is 
announced well ahead of time, it is 
okay to arrange a party, as long as it 
does not entail more than one party. 
This will be discussed at the next 
meeting, and an official text will be 
written by Trine from the Complaints 
Committee. 
Re 8B) The Festival Group is apply-
ing for permission for KælderCaféen 
to be open on both September 21st 
and 22nd, 2012 in connection with 
NybroFestival 
KælderCaféen would be open until 
05:00 both nights, and it should not 
affect KælderCaféen’s regular Satur-
day openings. This is requested in 
order to avoid smaller parties from 

appearing around the dormitory after 
NybroFestival closes – instead, the 
partying will be contained to one lo-
cation. The door to KælderCaféen is 
requested closed to reduce the noise 
level. 
For: 8 
Against: 0 
Abstain: 1 
The proposal is approved. KælderCa-
féen is allowed to be open during Ny-
broFestival until 05:00. 
Re 8C) Proposal to changes in the 
order of business 
See appendix sent out with the no-
tice. This is mainly to lighten the 
workload for the secretary, transla-
tors in NybroTidende and hiring of 
personnel in the Network Group. 
The secretary’s responsibilities 
should be rephrased, since a web-
form will soon be made available on 
the web-page. The web-form will ac-
cept inward correspondence for the 
residents’ council; The proposed 
changes are approved. The changes 
will be presented at the residents’ 
meeting. 
Re 8D) KælderCaféen’s financial 
report 
There has been income of DKK 
76,000 and expenses of DKK 108,000, 
which results in a balance of DKK -
31,000 for the second quarter. This is 
due to purchases of an ice machine 
and a service lift, but the finances 
will become positive again. The year’s 
difference is still DKK 8,000. A 
money-gift has been made from 
KælderCaféen’s board to the man-
ager of DKK 2,000. 
Re 8E) KælderCaféen is applying for 
coverage of a bill from the previous 
KælderCaféen for DKK 2,723 
The bill is from 2010. 
For: 5 
Against: 1 
Abstain: 3 
The proposal is approved and the bill 
will be paid from NYK’s account. 
Re 8F) Marketing of Nybrogård Kol-
legiet on the web page www.KBH-
kollegier.dk 
An offer for free marketing of Ny-
brogård Kollegiet on www.KBH-
kollegier.dk has been made by Ras-
mus who is behind the web-page. The 

Summary of Residents' Council Meeting 
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purpose of the web-page is to collect 
dormitories in and around Copenha-
gen in one place. 
The web-page is sponsored which 
means there are large commercial 
banners on the web-page. 
The web-page features a star point 
system, dependent on how many cri-
teria the dormitory meets – e.g. if 
there is less than 15 minutes by bike 
to Copenhagen’s city hall square. 
However, these criteria for gaining 
stars are not clearly stated before 
clicking on the desired dormitory. 
Nybrogård Kollegiet would receive 4 
out of 5 stars. 
Many are asking whether it is non-
profit or not, since it is the opinion of 
many that Rasmus should not be 
making money from this. It should 
also stay free of charge to be listed on 
the web-page. 
The web-page is questioned in that it 
looks amateur. There are also a num-
ber of elements it does not take into 
consideration – such as the surround-
ing area’s green areas. 
The waiting list for the dormitory is 
already long, so there would be ne 
practical need for marketing of the 
dormitory. 
Marketing can be achieved through 
PKS, who would be willing to list the 
dormitory on their web-page. 
This will be taken up for further dis-
cussion within the board. 
Re 8G) Solar panels at Nybrogård 
Kollegiet 
Claus C18 is offering to research the 
possibilities of installing solar panels 
at Nybrogård Kollegiet, as well as the 
costs involved, if interest is shown. 
This proposal has previously been 
voted down in the board, but it has 
become much less expensive and 
much more attractive to install solar 
panels since last time it was dis-
cussed. 
Mikkel J21 has had the subject up for 
discussion previously, so Claus will 
consult with him and research for 
and against, since there is interest in 
it within the residents’ council. 
Re 8H) The Fitness Club is applying 
for DKK 22,477.50 for new dumbbells 
This is proposed since the old weights 
are in bad shape and can be danger-
ous to use. There have been many 
complaints over them, which has lead 
to this application for new weights. 

For: 8 
Against: 0 
Abstain: 1 
The proposal is approved. The Fit-
ness Club will receive DKK 
22,477.50 for the new dumbbells. 
Re 8I) The dormitory’s two football 
teams are applying for DKK 3,183 
for various items; four new balls, a 
new ball pump, ice spray and ice 
bags. There has also been sent out a 
table with previously granted 
amounts and expenses in previous 
years for the football team.  
There is DKK 4,510 left over from 
previous grants, which the football 
team renounces. 
For: 7 
Against: 0 
Abstain: 2 
The proposal is approved. The foot-
ball teams will be granted the DKK 
3,183 they applied for. 
Re 9) New members and alternates 
Natasja D04 is leaving the resi-
dents’ council and Jakob C03 takes 
over as representative member for 
the CDG-apartments. 
Claes takes over Nikolaj’s position 
for NO-even. Sarah G06 becomes 
representative member for EF-odd. 
Re 10) Other 
The complaints committee requests 
that the NybroFestival tent be 
moved to Radiomarken. However, 
there has already been applied for 
permission to place the tent on dor-
mitory grounds, and this permission 
would have to be applied for anew. 
The municipality would most likely 
also need to approve of raising the 
tent on Radiomarken. The festival 
can also attract many people who 

are not residents of the dormitory. 
The music permit can also take up 
to four weeks to process. The Com-
plaints Committee will be informed 
and the festival will take place in 
the JK-courtyard. 
Establishing the dormitory’s football 
team as an association is requested, 
so they can reserve fields – e.g. the 
artificial turf field in Bagsværd – 
just as other football teams can. 
This has been discussed before, at 
which time it was approved, so the 
work towards this can continue. 
KælderCaféen is looking for a new 
board member, since the chairman 
is resigning. 
The dormitory’s board is looking for 
two new members and an alternate 
to be elected at the residents’ meet-
ing in December. 
People walking on the roof pose a 
problem, which there could be done 
more about. There are already signs 
stating that walking on the roof re-
sults in expulsion from the dormi-
tory. It is very difficult to do any-
thing about it, but it is possible to 
raise awareness of the problem 
through NybroTidende. It will be 
taken up for discussion again at the 
next meeting. 
Last day for purchasing tickets for 
NybroFestival is September 18th. 
Tickets can also be purchased at the 
door for DKK 80 per day. 
Re 11) Next residents’ council meet-
ing will be held on Monday, October 
8th, 2012 at 19:00 in the GH-
basement. Items for the agenda 
must be sent to Nina, C23, 
nina_sig@hotmail.com, at least ten 
days before the meeting. 
           Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

To the dismay of the Complaints Committee, it was not possible to reloca-
te the NybroFestival to Radiomarken. And the festival participants were 
indeed partying hard, which in turn easily explains why some people were 
anxious about the excessive noise at the event in question.  

mailto:nina_sig@hotmail.com�
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Sept. 9th, DTU 
Nybro (M) 3-7 Tietgen (Cup)  

Nybro (F) 0-2 RHK (Cup) 
Sept. 13th, DTU 

Nybro (M) 1-1 RHK 
Sept. 16th, DTU 
Nybro (F) 1-3 POP 

Nybro (M) 1-0 William Demant 
Sept. 23rd, DTU 

Nybro (F) 2-0 Egmont 
Nybro (M) 0-2 Tietgen 

Sept. 28th, 
HAMMERGÅRDSSKOLEN 
Hjortespring 0-3 Nybro (M) 

FC Nybro maintains excitement until the end 

Matches in October 

Oct. 7th, BAVNEHOJ IDRÆT-
SANLÆG 

17:15; OMK vs. Nybro (F) 

Oct. 7th, FÆLLEDPARKEN S. 
20:00; Nordisk vs. Nybro (M) 

Oct. 10th, KLOVERMARKENS 
IDRÆTSANLÆG 

17:30; Gronjord vs. Nybro (F) 

Oct. 28th, FÆLLEDPARKEN N. 
18:40; Nybro (F) vs. RHK 

win. Instead, Jakob stopped penalty 
shots and 100% chances throughout 
the game, leading to a lucky draw of 
1-1. 
The unsteady performances became 
trend-setting for the men’s fall sea-
son so far. The girls have all the 
while taken over where the gents left 
off in the spring. Their game has 
been steadily improving throughout 
the whole fall season, which started 
off with a somewhat unfair defeat to 
POP 1-3, but has since lead to a solid 
2-0 victory over Egmont. That result 
was brought home after unrivaled 
play blended with great running and 
fighting spirit. 
The girls have 4 matches left, and 
are only 3 points behind POP and the 
Lionesses. With two games in re-
serve, they have all possibilities of 
playing for medals this year, which 
would be nothing less than a fantas-
tic achievement for the newly estab-
lished girls’ team. The gents how-
ever, with only one match left, do not 
have much possibility of taking it 
into their own hands. RHK and Tiet-
gen have yet to meet each other and 
the winner will most likely end up 
1st in the group. 2nd place would be 
left to fight for, which would also be 
an impressive result after a tough 
season. 
       Jakob, C3 
            Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

September has been nothing less 
than unusually busy for both of the 
dormitory's football teams. All in all, 
the teams participated in no less 
than 8 matches throughout the 
month; 3 for the girls and 5 for the 
boys. As warned earlier, a lot was at 
stake this month, which should also 
be apparent from the tables in the 
bottom right of the article. 
Even though much has already been 
decided, there is still a lot to play for. 
Both teams have maintained the pos-
sibility of playing for the medals – 
and both of them silver – in the best 
case scenario. The fall season's first 
match invited to what should have 
been a cup adventure. While the girls 
could leave the field with their pride 
intact, the boys were slaughtered 
with the score 3-7 in a match that 
could have ended much worse. 
Already in the middle of the week, 
the same gentlemen had to find re-
newed confidence in themselves 
when the division leaders RHK vis-
ited. This first meeting ended in a 
draw of 2-2 to RHK’s benefit, which 
had been quite fortunate that it did 
not end worse. Home at DTU, the 
roles were reversed. This time, RHK 
had complete control of the game, 
and had it not been for a fantastic 
performance from the goal keeper, 
Jakob Grønborg, the blue-shirts 
could have brought home an easy 

Results for September 
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Sumo wrestling and chicken eyes 
Ambivalence dominated the atmos-
phere at the beginning of the second 
day of the festival. On one side, eve-
rything was peaceful and calm, but 
at the same time, it was widely ap-
parent that it had been very different 
not so many hours ago, and that 
there was more to come. The expres-
sion “silence before the storm” fit per-
fectly. In the middle of the hangover 
hurricane’s eye, I returned to Ny-
brogård after a lengthy tour de force 
at the faculty and got ready to cover 
round two of the NybroFestival. 
Something I was looking forward to 
that day was sumo wrestling. I had 
never tried wrestling with anyone in 
absurdly large – and surprisingly 
heavy – costumes, since I spend the 
most of my time reading dusty old 
texts, written in long dead languages, 
but you have to try everything once! 
Unfortunately, I bit the dust, de-
feated by editorial colleague Mikkel. 
Beginner’s luck was not on my side 
that day, but I can not recall a more 
amusing failure. I was entertained 
through and through. 
We were not many around the tent at 
the time, so there was plenty of op-
portunity to sit down and watch 
sumo wrestling with friends; Esbern 
from the Festival Group had later 
decided to create a cross between 
chicken football and sumo wrestling, 
where the contestants had plastic 
cups with holes fastened around each 
eye, changing the object of the game 
from bringing your opponent down to 
actually finding your opponent! This 
made the matches last longer and 
made them much more entertaining! 

From Japanese arena to the big 
scene 
At around 18:00, the sumo-arena was 
removed and the tent slowly starting 
changing format, when it was made 
ready for the evening’s live band and 
DJs. The many sound checks warned 
that the party was under way. The 
barbecue was also fired up, where 
you could prepare and enjoy your 
own food with both your neighbors 
and the residents from other hall-
ways. However, it was quite cold out-
side, so the barbecue was uninten-
tionally turned into a large outdoors 
heater, which I didn’t mind at all. 

A little later in the evening, the mu-
sic slowly made its arrival. DJ Tho-
mas Larsen started the party off, and 
the festival guests’ hangover sud-
denly disappeared, allowing the night 
to commence. 
The big live band of the day were 
Dødspop Patruljen, who have played 
at the dormitory before, and both the 
festival guests and the band seemed 
happy with the reunion; Glow sticks 
were thrown left and right, while 
everyone jumped and danced to the 
music and the quick beats. My own 
hallway from LM-even also voiced 
their presence by shouting the more 
and more notorious slogan; “Louder! 
Wilder! LM-even!” and it did not take 
long before even the band joined in 
the shouting! 
Even though dancing is fun, it is a 
bad idea to do anything on an empty 
stomach, and that is probably the 
reason behind the hotdog stand out-
side the tent, where the most gruel-
ing hunger could be relieved. It was 
also possible to chat with people out-
side about this and that, which 
served as a nice contrast to the wild 
party inside the tent. 
After Dødspop Patruljen stepped 
down after a hell of a concert, they 
were relieved by Sune from the dor-
mitory, who took over as DJ and kept 
the party going until the tent was 
emptied at around 02:00, at which 
point the guests migrated to Kælder-
Caféen and partied on toward the 
sunrise. 

The day after 
All parties have to end, and that was 

also the reality that the morning of 
September 23rd offered – with a touch 
of hangovers for practically all that 
had participated. Nonetheless, the 
Festival Group was quick to clean up 
and remove down the tent – and in 
good spirits. Of course, that would be 
quite understandable after such a 
successful festival. 
All in all, the second day had con-
cluded without a hitch, even though 
the weather had not been perfect – 
but neither cold nor rain nor wind 
could in any way dampen the guests’ 
spirits, who on the contrary were 
quite enthusiastic about another day 
with a fantastic party. There were a 
few guests who complained about the 
lack of rum in the alcohol selection. A 
thorough investigation did however 
not expose any underlying reason for 
the disappearance of this fermented 
drink, and I must therefore postulate 
that a pirate from the Caribbean 
must have looted it all and disap-
peared with the booty unseen. 
Lastly, I would like to grab the op-
portunity to say thank you to the 
Festival Group for having organized 
and executed this year’s NybroFesti-
val. They have done an amazing job, 
regarding both the creative and ex-
ecutive processes, and I am looking 
forward to next year’s festival al-
ready. Of course, praising their effort 
as lavishly as I am has nothing to do 
with the fact that some of the group’s 
members live in the same hallway as 
me(!) We rely exclusively on critical 
journalism here at NybroTidende. 
   Peter, L36 
         Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

NybroFestival – The party of the year! 
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Monday, October 8th, 2012 at 19:00 
in the GH-basement 
Agenda 
1) Appointment of moderator 
and the language for the meeting 
2) Count of voting members 
3) Approval of the minutes of 
the last residents' council meeting 
4) Approval of agenda 
5) Economy 
6) Announcements 
7) Review of the minutes of the 
last board meeting or agenda for the 
next one 
8) Inward correspondence 
a. A proposition that the clubs 
become more financially selfsuffi-
cient has been made. A membership 
fee of e.g. DKK 150 per year could 
be collected with the intention of 
using a greater portion of the dormi-
tory's financial resources on  con-
struction expenses in the future. A 
vote will be held. Proposed by PR-
odd. 
b. Application for funding for 
counselling on solar panels on the 
roofs of Nybrogård Kollegiet. 
The Solar Energy Group is applying 
for disposable funds of DKK 30,000 
for counselling on the solar energy 
project. See appendix. A vote will be 
held. Proposed by Claus C18 and 
Mikkel J21. 
c. The Garden Group is apply-
ing for disposable funds of DKK 
2,000 for unspecified expenses. The 
funds will be used for items such as 
shears, string and other necessary 
items. The reason for applying for 
unspecified expenses is that the 
Garden Group often needs to buy 
small items, and it would be imprac-
tical to apply for e.g. DKK 50 each 
month. A vote will be held. Proposed 
by the Garden Group. 

d. The athletics field 
The athletics field project (see ap-
pendix) has long been dormant, 
since the last resident who was en-
gaged in it has moved. The project is 
now in new hands, but before the 
work is taken up again, continued 
interest for the project should be 
established. Each hallway should 
therefore decide whether the athlet-
ics field project still has interest. A 
vote will be held. Proposed by 
Camilla, L01. 
e. Network for knowledge 
sharing between dormitories. 
A dormitory network for knowledge 
and experience sharing (e.g. how to 
engage volunteers), a united politi-
cal face, as well as better deals on 
purchases is being established. A 
workgroup has been formed with 
representatives from OMK, RHK 
and Nybrogård, among others, 
which is establishing the network 
and determining the scope. KAB has 
been appointed as secretariat with 
no voting rights, and will be respon-
sible for meetings and economy. The 
founding general assembly on No-
vember 8th will soon be called, 
where, among others, Copenhagen's 
Technical Environmental Mayor, 
Ayfar Baykal will give a presenta-
tion. The general assembly is open 
for everyone – especially the dormi-
tory residents are welcome – the 
distribution of voters will for exam-
ple be determined here. For your 
information. Proposed by Jonas, 
D59. 
f. Green Dormitory 
Green Dormitory is applying for an 
amount of up to DKK 2,000 (the 
whole amount will not necessarily 
be spent) for purchases of coffee, 
cocoa and pizza in connection with 
the Green Dormitory event on Octo-

ber 14th. The mentioned amount 
will be dependent on the number of 
participants, which can not be pre-
dicted precisely. A vote will be held. 
Proposed by the Green Dormitory 
Group. 
g. Financial report from Ny-
brofestival will be briefly reviewed. 
Appendices will follow shortly. For 
your information. Proposed by the 
Festival Group. 
h. Use of KælderCaféen during 
Cake Festival 
The Cake Committee would like to 
use KælderCaféen’s facilities for the 
Cake Festival, Saturday November 
10th, 2012 from 12:00 – 19:00. See 
appendix. A vote will be held. Pro-
posed by the Cake Committee. 
i. Application for coverage of 
expenses in connection with the 
Cake Festival, November 10th, 
2012. A vote will be held. See appen-
dix. Proposed by the Cake Commit-
tee. 
j. From now on, all inward 
correspondence to the residents' 
council should not be sent to the 
secretary, but through a web form, 
which can be found at nybro.dk > 
For Residents > Resident Council, 
where you will see an item called 
“Mail Resident Council”. For your 
information. Proposed by Nina C23. 
9) Inauguration of new council 
members and alternates, including 
information of council members 
leaving the residents' council 
10) Other 
11) Date for next meeting 
Any cancellations must be sent to 
Nina, C23, nina_sig@hotmail.com, 
at least one day before the meeting. 
 
           Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

Notice of Residents' Council Meeting 
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It’s time for yet another Cake Festival, 
and it seems that it’s going to be bigger 
than ever before! 
The festival will take place on Satur-
day the 10th of November from 14:00-
17:00 this time around, which means 
there’ll be plenty of time to satisfy even 
the biggest sweet-tooths.  
The entrance fee is a cake - and it is 
possible for several people to gain en-
try with the same cake. 
A lot of prizes and awards were han-
ded out in different categoeries last 
year, which also will be the case this 
year; When you go through the doors, a 
voting ballot will be issued to you, 
which must be turned in at the end of 
the day after which it’ll be used to 
hand out an award for the crowd fa-
vourite. If you’re prone to be a hipster, 
however, you may want to go after one 
of these other four categories instead:  
Marilyn Monroe 
The most beautiful cake will be presen-
ted with this award, and as such the 
award is aptly named after a very 
beautiful woman. If you want to win 

this award, having an artistic state of 
mind is a definite plus.  
Most Creative 
The most creative cake will be pre-
sented with this award; it doesn’t 
matter at all whether it’s the ingre-
dients, the aestethics or something 
completely different that makes your 
cake stand out. So if you like to per-
form experiments in the kitchen, 
you’ll have a good shot at this catego-
ry. 
Most Ambitious 
The award for the most ambitious 
cake goes to the person, who has been 
working the hardest on his or her 
cake. This is the category for you, if 
you think that you have too much 
time on your hands.  
The Mothercake (A Danish pun on 
the placenta) 
This award goes to the cake that has 
the best taste – just like the cakes 
your mother would’ve made! 
Last year 80 people showed up, whe-
re 54 of of them had brought all sorts 
of cakes ranging from instant cakes 

bought in Netto to layer cakes and 
pastry men. It looks like it’s going to 
be even bigger this year. Regret-
tably, that also means that the 
judges won’t be able to taste all of 
the cakes, which means that it’s only 
possible to go after an award. If you 
aren’t having any luck with winning 
your category, however, there is still 
hope: Rumour has it that a ninja 
award also will be handed out.  
If you aren’t into baking yourself, it’s 
possible to pay 20 kr. at the door to 
gain entry and have some cake. We 
do, however, strongly advise against 
this due to the fact that if there are 
too many people who won’t bring any 
cake, there won’t be enough cakes 
for the festival. 
Regarding updates for the festival, 
you may follow us by checking out 
our Facebook-event ”Nybro Kagefe-
stival” in order to see if new cool 
stuff has been posted on the wall, or 
simply to check out when the festival 
is due.               Mikkel, R61
   Translated by Peter, L36 

Nybro Cake Festival 

Application to use KælderCa-
féen's facilities for the Cake Fes-
tival Saturday November 10th, 
2012: 

In connection with Nybrogård Kolle-
giet's second Cake Festival, the Cake 
Committee would like to use Kælder-
Caféen's facilities on Saturday, No-
vember 10th from 12:00 – 19:00. The 
Cake Festival itself will take place 
between 14:00 and 17:00. 

This is due to experience from the 
previous Cake Festival, which was 
organized in two hallways on the 
dormitory (LM-even and NO-even). 
Firstly, it was difficult wandering 
from hallway to hallway, and sec-
ondly, a portion of the residents were 
not overly excited about the around 
75 visiting cake eating guests. Be-
sides, we expect an increase in both 
cakes and participants in our Cake 
Festival, making it more convenient 
to use KælderCaféen. We have al-
ready agreed on a policy that only 
bartenders in the Cake Committee 
(Maria Ougaard) are allowed behind 
the bar, and we have received per-
mission from KælderCaféen's board. 

Best regards, 

The Cake Committee 

Solar pannels: 
This money will be used for outside coun-
seling in order to produce preliminary 
calculations on the solar panel project.  
The counseling will consist of reports ne-
cessary to present an estimate on three 
possible projects for the residents. 
1. Full solar panel system 
2. Solar panel system with possibili-
ty for later installation of solar heating 
3. Solar panel plus solar heating 
systems 
At this time, we have received a quote 
from Plan-Energi, who require DKK 
10,000 for producing a report on the pos-
sibilities of installing a solar heating sy-
stem at the dormitory. We will ask for a 
similar report on the possibilities of a 
solar panel system from a different com-
pany that specializes in solar panels. We 
do not yet know the cost for such a report. 
The money should be raised from the 
DKK 40,000 that the residents’ council 
reigns over each year from the operatio-
nal budget, so the board is not required to 
decide whether they will put the money 
aside. Such a decision would be too time-
consuming for such a small amount, and 
the residents’ council does reign over a 
large amount from the operational bud-
gets from previous years. 
 
       Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

Athletics field: 
In order to summarize the pro-
ject so far, we have received a 
quote on a good deal for the ath-
letics field from the company 
UNO. 
The athletics field, which mea-
sures 22m x 11m will be built 
on a foundation of EPDM sports 
turf. There will be basketball 
and volleyball poles, and as de-
cided on previous residents’ 
council meetings, the athletics 
field will be located in the cour-
tyard between the EF and AB 
blocks. The athletics field will 
cost DKK 526,125. DKK 50,000 
should be added to this amount 
to cover unforeseen expenses. 
Income 
Board DKK 150,000 
NYK DKK 50,000 
Antenna DKK 80,000 
Fundraising DKK 296,125 
As it looks now, with the income 
that has already been earmar-
ked for the athletics field, 
another DKK 296,125 actually 
needs to be found via fundrai-
sing before the athletics field 
becomes reality. 
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About me 

My name is Nanna D. Thomsen, I study nutriti-
on and health and have resided in the dorm for 
about a year. Recently I took over the position as 
chairman of the garden group. 

Furthermore I have a passion for food and raw 
goods from nature. From this passion comes the 
idea for this column. 

NybroTidende food column: Enjoy the food!  New form for items to 
the Residents’ Council 

Starting with the residents' 
council meeting in November, 
the procedure for putting 
items on the agenda for a resi-
dents' council meeting has 
changed. The present procedu-
re, where items are sent to the 
secretary, Nina will be drop-
ped, and residents will instead 
be required to fill out a form on 
the dormitory web-page. 
The way to do this is as follows: 
1. Navigate to nybro.dk. 
2. Choose ”For residents” in 
the left-side menu. 
3. Choose ”Resident's Coun-
cil” in the list at the left. 
4. Choose ”Mail Resident's 
Council”, also at the left. 
Besides name and e-mail address, 
you can now type a subject line and 
a short description of the item you 
wish added. Remember to add on 
behalf of whom the item is submit-
ted.               Jakob, C3 
        Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

Enjoy! 

Octoberfest in 
KælderCaféen 

Even though the September 
hangovers have only just dissi-
pated, you can already start 
getting ready for the next the-
me party on the list! 

Saturday, October 27th, Kælder-
Caféen opens it doors to the dormi-
tory's very own Octoberfest, so get 
out your lederhosen and Bavarian 
hat and get ready. 

As something special at all theme 
parties,  KælderCaféen will be 
open all the way until 5:00. So if 
your beer budget is overflowing at 
the end of the month, what better 
way can you think of to fix that? 

As always, KælderCaféen promises 
many good deals and low prices, 
and welcomes everybody, regard-
less of costume or lack thereof. 

              Jakob, C3 

         Translated by Nikolaj N16 

berries burst, after which the berries 
are hung up to drip in a jelly bag – a 
piece of cloth and a strainer also work 
very well. When the juice has finished 
dripping, it is measured and brought 
to a boil. Sodium benzoate is added to 
the juice and the juice is bottled. 
Elderberry soup with curd cheese and 
roasted rye bread 
A piece of rye bread is torn into small 
pieces and roasted in a bit of honey on 
a pan. Let the bread cool for a bit be-
fore it is chopped into smaller pieces. 
The elderberry juice is then heated 
and is thickened with potato starch 
until it reaches the desired consis-
tency. Served with curd cheese. 
Curd cheese 
Curd cheese is an Icelandic cultured 
milk product with a very thick consis-
tency bordering on being solid. The 
taste is bitter and it is often used as 
an alternative to crème fraîche. 
Curd cheese is low in fat and contains 
a very high level of protein. 
Storage of elderberry juice 
Elderberry juice may be stored frozen 
or bottled. If you want to freeze the 
juice, it is not necessary to add sugar, 
but if the juice is to be stored in bot-
tles, the sugar will act as a preserva-
tive. 
Elderberry juice on the train 
If you water down the juice somewhat 
with water and heat it in a cup, it will 
be ready to drink and can be brought 
on the train instead of a cup of coffee. 
That way, you will also get a good 
dose of vitamins. Apples and elderber-
ries can both be found on the dorm-
grounds. 
              Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

It is time yet again for another little 
request for you to utilize some of the 
edibles nature has to offer at the 
moment. 
This time the recipe will be for elder-
berry soup. This is a dessert that we 
have always enjoyed in my family, 
after finding berries while strolling 
through vegetated regions. Different 
condiments may accompany the el-
derberry soup, but last year I discov-
ered a fantastic combination. It is 
not so closely associated as whipped 
cream and rusks – which by the way 
is never a bad choice – but the dish 
ends up being accompanied by curd 
cheese (Skyr) and roasted rye bread. 
It is always a good idea to consider 
the condiments, so that there is both 
something sour to add contrast to 
the sweet soup, as well as something 
crunchy to give the dish some tex-
ture. Other than that, the sky is the 
limit. 
Elderberry juice: 
There are several steps involved 
with this fine dessert; firstly, you 
should make the elderberry juice, for 
which the recipe is as follows: 
- 1 kg. of elderberries 
- 1/2 l. of water 
- 3 sour apples 
For each liter of strained juice: 
- 375-500 g. of sugar 
(remember to taste the juice – it can 
easily become too sweet) 
- 1 tsp. of sodium benzoate 
(Atamon) 
- 1 tsp. of lemon juice 
Rinse the berries and discard the 
coarsest stems. The berries and 
chopped apples are then both to be 
covered in water and boiled until the 

Enjoy! 
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Clubs 

Canoe club             Music practice room 
Ask, M47  Allan, L3 

Art club  Gardening club 
Julie, H51  Nanna, C25 

Role playing games Brewers club 
Mikkel, R61  Kristian, C20 

Bicycle workshop Exercise room 
Jesper, C38  Rasmus, M49 
Andreas, D52    

Cinema club  FC Nybro 
Christian, M61  Gabriel, C5 
Qi Hu, M41  Jakob, C3 

Nybro running FC Nybro Chicks 
Jakob, C3  Claes, O52 

Nybro Cake festival 
Anne-Louise, N36  

Service 
Key persons  Table tennis/hockey 
Thomas, C22  CD-basement 
Phone: 46 97 (42 22)  

Phone: 23 61 27 79 Bicycle workshop 
Andreas, M06  LM-basement 
Phone: 46 97 (47 43)  

Phone: 24 44 75 98 Folding chairs 
Alexander, G28   Stig, S5 
Phone: 46 97 (44 28)  

Phone: 26 25 44 52 Trailer 
The price for  Lars Kaj (insp.) 
key service is:   

9:00-21:00: DKK 50      Draught beer system 
21:00-9:00: DKK 100  

KælderCaféen 

Opening hours: Fridays 20:00-03:00  
One Saturday each month 20:00-05:00  

(announced seperately).  

Chairman:  
Deputy chairman: Jacob, G2 
Treasurer: Samuel, D46 
Secretary: Amanda, E22 
Residents’ Council Repres.: Jonas, D59 
Alternate: Maria, J34 
Daily manager: Thomas, C22 

Administration 

Treasurer 
Anna, M45 
annanyengaard@gmail.com 
  
Secretary 
Nina, C23 
nina_sig@hotmail.com 
  
Accountants 
  
NybroTidende 
Jakob, C3 
Mikkel, R61 
Peter, L36       
tidende@nybro.dk 
  
Secretariat/subletting 
Office hours: Monday 19:00-
20:00 and Thursday 20:00-
21:00 in the GH-basement. 
Phone: 4400 
  
Complaints committee 
Office hours: Wednesday 19:00
-19:30 in the GH-basement. 
E-mail: klage@nybro.dk 
Phone: 4400 
  
Network office 
Office hours: Monday 20:00-
21:00 in the GH-basement. 
E-mail: admin@nybro.dk 
Phone: 4400 
   
Antenna/TV group 
Lars Kaj 
  
Green Dorm 
Jakob, C3 
Majbritt, S5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local facilities 

Inspector  
Lars Kaj 

varmemester@nybro.dk 
Phone: 4000 
Office hours  

Monday: 16:00-18:00  
Tuesday-Friday: 07:30-09:00 

First weekday of themonth: 17:00-
18:00 

Laundromat  
Opening hours: 8:00-19:00 

Convenience store and Pizzeria 
Phone: 4002 
Weekdays: 15:00-21:00 
Sat-Sun: 13:00-21:00 

May-August: open until 22:00 every 
day. 

The Board 

Camilla, L1 (chairman) 
Andreas, D52 
Thomas, C-22 (alternate) 

The Residents’ Council 

Chairman:  Jonas, D59   

AB-odd:      Jeppe, B59 
          
AB-even:     Thomas, B64 
       Simon, A26 (alt.)  

CD-odd:      Jonas, D59  
          

CD-even:    Thomas, C22 
      Samuel, D46 (alt.)  

EF-odd:      Sarah, G6 
          

EF-even:     
     

GH-odd:      
     

GH-even:   
          

JK-odd:      
          

JK-even:   Maria, J34    
     

LM-odd:    Christian, M61 
    Qi, M41 (alt.)   

LM-even:       
           

NO-odd:    Thea, D43 
     

NO-even:  Claes, O52 
        

PR-odd:     Hilbert, P23 
                 Gitte, P15 (alt.)  

PR-even:        
     

ST-odd:      
           

ST-even:    
           

Apartments: 
C, D and G: Jakob, C3 
           
H and L:     Hallur, L10   
M, O and: S: Majbritt, S5  

Items and the like for Residents' 
Council Meetings must be sent 

to Nina C23, nina_sig@hot-
mail.com, at least ten days befo-

re the meeting.  

The Personal Page 



 

Got something on your mind? 
NybroTidende is an important source of information for 
everyone living at Nybrogård Kollegiet. Besides the stan-
dard announcements such as the notices of agenda for the upcom-
ing Residents' Council Meeting, as well as the Summary of the 
meetings, all residents have the opportunity – free of charge – to 
contribute articles and other kinds of material for publication in 
the gazette. The contribution must contain room number and/or a 
designation of the relevant authority (secretariat/subletting/bike 
workshop, etc.). The article must have a certain level of relevance 
to the dorm. Articles may be sent by e-mail to tidende@nybro.dk 
with any applicable images attached. NybroTidende is published 
at the end of every month. The deadline for submitting articles 
and etc. to NybroTidende is the 20th of the preceding month. 
Jakob C3, Peter L36, Mikkel R61 (editors) 

Film Review – The Shawshank Redemption 
This time, we go back in time and 
take a look at The Shawshank Re-
demption – an old film classic and 
personal favorite with many years 
behind it, and the question in that 
regard is whether the film has lost 
its power and relevance throughout 
the years, or if it can still compete 
with more recent films. The 
Shawshank Redemption is based on 
Stephen King’s novella “Rita Hay-
worth and Shawshank Redemption” 
and focuses on the banker Andy 
Dufresne who has been convicted for 
the murder of his cheating wife, and 
his struggle for survival in 
Shawshank Prison. 
The toughest battle for Andy and the 
other inmates concerns not just sur-
viving and coming back out on the 
other side again to reclaim their ear-
lier lives, but also simply passing the 
time without losing their minds, and 
finding a new meaning to their lives, 
since they have been forced to start 
over in a world, isolated from the rest 
of society. 
Fortunately for Andy, he is not figh-

ting alone, and finds friendship with 
the film’s narrator “Red”, who at An-
dy’s arrival to Shawshank has already 
served several years for manslaughter. 
In contrast to Andy, Red has accepted 
and embraced his role and status in 
the prison, and he is no longer able to 
see himself living outside of the prison 
walls. Red’s fatalistic acceptance of his 
destiny as an eternal prisoner versus 
Andy’s hope for a new life on the outsi-
de is a recurring theme throughout the 
film. 
Most people today should be acquain-
ted with The Shawshank Redemption 
in some form or another, since it is 
both regarded as one of our time’s 
greatest films, and if anything is consi-
dered an old-timer. It was not awarded 
any Oscars at the time, since it had to 
admit defeat in all categories to the 
concurrent film Forest Gump, but it 
still enjoys recognition today as one of 
the greatest films, despite this sta-
tistic. 
You could also question whether the 
film may be “overrated” because of the 
large amount of attention it receives. 

Is this film still worth watching – also 
compared to other and more recent 
films? I am personally very fond of 
films that do not use excessive special 
effects, since it may divert the attenti-
on from the actors’ performances, 
which with some films also seems to 
be the case in order to cover up a thin 
plot or poor acting. The exception is of 
course action films! An action film 
without e.g. absurdly large explosions 
is not an action film at all. Generally, 
though, I would prefer too little 
rather than too much. Many films 
today often use special effects con-
sistently in some form or another, 
regardless of genre, which is a pity, 
since it is not always necessary 
either, nor does it improve the film 
experience. The Shawshank Redemp-
tion does not focus particularly on 
special effects, which leaves the film 
at the mercy of the actors’ performan-
ces and the manuscript – with both 
being exceedingly well executed. I 
give this film 6/6 stars. 

Peter, L36 
Translated by Nikolaj, N16 

Reviews at NybroTidende! 
As a new feature at NybroTidende, we will now bring reviews of 
especially movies, but also fiction in the gazette. No movie or book 
is too poor to be reviewed, as long as you believe that others may 
benefit from the review. If you, for instance, think that there’s a 
movie worth seeing, then by all means send a review of it to the 
editorial staff at NybroTidende. We also accept more ”critical” 
reviews, of course. 

There are no specific rules regarding the reviews here at Ny-
broTidende, so there is plenty of room for your own personal style 
of writing, but it’s obviously important to argue properly for your 
point of view.                                   Peter, L36 

Sudoku 
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